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Pg. 8:  “with 39 years of policing experience, I can 
honestly say this project has been a most difficult 
task . . . as we experienced self doubt, 
questioning, ridicule and sarcasm.”

Pg. 2: “It will be interesting to hear and read the critiques 
of our project, but the real intent behind them will be of 
even more significance.  Will the critiques be to stifle the 
discussion so that data collection is dismissed as not 
credible in deterring or identifying biased policing and 
racial profiling, or will they be honestly offered as 
genuine, constructive criticism to improve a first venture 
into a controversial issue?”



17 April 2004

Oct 2005 Biased policing exists     
unintentional / stereotyping          



Descriptors of the ChiefDescriptors of the Chief

Weak, misguidedWeak, misguided
Caved in to the mediaCaved in to the media
Miserable, horrible, dismal responseMiserable, horrible, dismal response
Fix their own policies/training; ours OKFix their own policies/training; ours OK
Why is he the only police leader in Why is he the only police leader in 
Canada who sees a need for this policy Canada who sees a need for this policy 
Problem is at the top . . . with himProblem is at the top . . . with him
KneeKnee--jerk reaction  /  Too liberaljerk reaction  /  Too liberal
Looking for a job when he retiresLooking for a job when he retires

Fix their own policies/training; ours OK



Kingston:       
has its share



NNo intent to hurt:         o intent to hurt:         ““Just doing our jobJust doing our job””
““Acting in good faithActing in good faith””9999%%



Report of the Commission on Systemic Racism 
in the Ontario Criminal Justice System    

1995
“RACIAL INEQUALITY IN POLICE STOPS”

The police have long exercised discretion to stop and question people using
roads, and in other public places. . . . Studies from many jurisdictions show . . . 
stops allow the police to demonstrate to themselves, to people they stop, and
to local residents  and businesses that the police control public spaces.

Pg. 88: “The Commission’s findings show that police stops  for the purpose of
control are racialized. The Commission received numerous Complaints from
across the province about excessive and demeaning police contacts with      
black and other racialized Ontarians.”

Pg. 92: “If community policing is to succeed . . . and is to develop confidence 
that the police treat people equally, how the police exercise discretion to      
initiate contacts with people must change.”

Rec. 10.5: “The Commission recommends . . . developing guidelines
for the exercise of police discretion to stop and question people,
with the goal of eliminating differential treatment. . . . ”

the police control public spaces

excessive and demeaning police contacts

how the police exercise discretion to 
initiate  contacts with people must change

develop guidelines . . . police discretion to 
stop and question people



“We wanted . . . to test whether police treat people equally as they 
exercise police discretion and initiate contacts with citizens.”

“another critical but seldom discussed factor in our decision to 

enter the data collection project: the extraordinary powers
police have over the citizens they police. . . . As we patrol city 
streets, our legal authority allows discretion in our police 
stops, checks, and searches. . . . [It is] imperative police leaders 
do everything within their authority to demonstrate that any 
systemic racism or abuse of police powers will be dealt with in 
a thorough or prompt manner.”



Police Power:Police Power: sacred trustsacred trust

We must control the streetsWe must control the streets
We are fighting the war on crimeWe are fighting the war on crime

We face violent criminalsWe face violent criminals
. . . and to do this we have been entrusted with . . .. . . and to do this we have been entrusted with . . .

* Extraordinary powers                   
* Large degree of discretion              
* “Out of sight” supervision

“We’re here to save your ass . . . not kiss it.”

Police culturemindset



School Literacy Strategies Lead to 
82% Provincial Success Rate   May 2005

Results for all Ontario publicly funded secondary Results for all Ontario publicly funded secondary 
schools and school boards and for the province as a schools and school boards and for the province as a 
whole are available at whole are available at www.eqao.comwww.eqao.com. . 

From February 2002 to October 2004, the From February 2002 to October 2004, the success ratesuccess rate
for for boysboys increased from 70% to 79%, and the success increased from 70% to 79%, and the success 
rate for rate for girlsgirls increased from 80% to 86%.increased from 80% to 86%.

The results of students who speak English as a second The results of students who speak English as a second 
languagelanguage improved by 13%, from a 37% pass rate to a improved by 13%, from a 37% pass rate to a 
50% pass rate, during the same period.50% pass rate, during the same period.

Disparity



NonNon--whites get different medical treatment: Report    whites get different medical treatment: Report    
Toronto StarToronto Star 11 June 200511 June 2005

“Experts say data about disparity lacking in Canada”

At the Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education, researchers and experts will argue 
that diversity is a serious public health issue in 
Canada and will call for more funding to track
what’s happening in hospitals and clinics around 
the province. . . . Speakers will explore the way 
race, gender, disabilities and sexual orientation
can lead to different treatment and access in the 
health care sector. . . . Experts worry that the 
disparities go beyond diagnosis or treatment.



The collection of data on people in the criminal justice The collection of data on people in the criminal justice 
system is needed to maintain government accountability system is needed to maintain government accountability 
to the community and to inform policy and program to the community and to inform policy and program 
development for people.development for people.
Although data on identity can be collected at other Although data on identity can be collected at other 
points in the criminal justice system, points in the criminal justice system, the collection of the collection of 
these data by police is crucial and uniquethese data by police is crucial and unique..
As the point of As the point of initialinitial contact for all persons in conflict contact for all persons in conflict 
with the law, police are able to provide information on with the law, police are able to provide information on 
those persons diverted away from the formal justice those persons diverted away from the formal justice 
system.system.

Collecting Data on Aboriginal People in the Criminal Collecting Data on Aboriginal People in the Criminal 
Justice System:   Methods and ChallengesJustice System:   Methods and Challenges

Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics       Statistics Canada  Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics       Statistics Canada  May 2005May 2005



Managing Disparity:Managing Disparity:
A goodA good bbusiness practiceusiness practice??

•• OntarioOntario’’s publicly funded schoolss publicly funded schools
•• Sentences imposed by a Judge on convictionSentences imposed by a Judge on conviction
•• Wait times at hospitals (Wait times at hospitals (emergemerg. or surgery). or surgery)

“For many years, Ontario residents had to rely on rumours and 
anecdotes about wait times because nobody was collecting and 
assessing the data. . . . Hospitals have agreed to collect and send the 
province their wait times, quality data. . . . We will begin to list up-to-
date wait times with a breakdown by individual hospitals across 
Ontario. . . . By December 2006, a provincial surgical registry will be 
established, with its date being regularly posted to the Web, tracking 
and comparing wait times in most hospitals province-wide.”
Toronto Star 24 August 2005 by Dr. Alan Hudson, Head of Wait Times Strategy, OMH

Why is there so much . . . resistance, 
reluctance, inertia, apathy . . . in 
wanting to know if disparity exists 
regarding how police services are 
delivered respective to police stops, 
charges, arrests?

Is the benefit of being unaware of the totality of who is 
stopped, arrested, charged, searched and why (including 
not knowing how police power is applied) to allow 
organizations to deny the existence of deliberate or 
unintentional systemic discrimination, which means that 
perceptions and anecdotal stories will continue to be 
unproven, i.e., not reality?

Willful blindness keeps the status quo.      
It’s easy to do nothing.



“In addition, whether or not data 
collection has taken place, an 
organization or institution must be 
conscious of issues of representation 
and cannot choose to remain unaware 
of disparities that exist.”

OHRC



BiasBias--Free Policing StrategiesFree Policing Strategies
Supervision . . . accountabilitySupervision . . . accountability
Policy Policy 
TrainingTraining
RecruitmentRecruitment
Community outreachCommunity outreach

We all have been / are / will continue.  16 years

Data one 
more step

Ontario Ministry of Community Safety, 25 May 2005:              
“has not supported racial data collection. . . . could compound 
the problem of racial profiling. . . . may result in the targeting 
of a whole community based on the actions of a few. . . . more 
effective to invest in proactive measures, including in-car 
cameras to allow for monitoring the interaction”

Premier of Ontario, Dalton McGuinty
30 June 2005

“document on racial profiling and the 
keeping of race-based crime statistics”

India-Canada Association: “No-one in the 
community is served by a ‘bury our heads  
in the sand’ attitude.  If there is an issue, 
acknowledge it, study it, reach conclusions, 
and do something to fix it.” September 2005



If we do engage in racial profiling    
If we do practise biased policing
Why so much reluctance?     

If we do not engage in racial profiling        
If we do not practise biased policing
Why so much reluctance?   

India-Canada Association:  “We also applaud the front-line 
officers and civilian employees of the Kingston Police for 
carrying through with the study. No-one in the 
community is served by a ‘bury our heads in the sand’
attitude. If there is an issue, acknowledge it, study it, 
reach conclusions, and do something to fix it. . . . We think 
the Kingston Police has done a service to the rest of 
Ontario and Canada, by undertaking this study, painful 
as it has been. The Kingston Police deserves a pat on the 
back, which we give them through this letter.” September 2005



NNORTHWESTERN  ORTHWESTERN  UUNIVERSITY     NIVERSITY      
9 May 20059 May 2005

““Thank you for your insightful presentation Thank you for your insightful presentation 
during Northwestern University Center for during Northwestern University Center for 
Public SafetyPublic Safety’’s Fourth National Symposium s Fourth National Symposium 
on Racial Profiling.  Many in the audience on Racial Profiling.  Many in the audience 
told us that it was the best program of its told us that it was the best program of its 
type that they had ever attended.  We type that they had ever attended.  We 
appreciate the many perspectives presented appreciate the many perspectives presented 
and intend to continue to examine this very and intend to continue to examine this very 
important issue.important issue.””

Alexander Weiss, PhD,  DirectorAlexander Weiss, PhD,  Director



“most material I found offensive,                         
condescending and insultive”

Why so offended/insulted?
•We do not engage in racial profiling.   

(Unconscious or Subconscious?)

•Some officers find it offensive to even 
suggest, discuss or train them about any
inappropriate behaviour. This mindset 
reduces the effectiveness of training:  
“We’re the good guys, fighting the war on 
crime.” Police culture



Biased Policing
refers to action taken, such as:

stopping, questioning, searching, detaining, 
or arresting a person based on the person’s 

race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic 
origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual 
orientation, handicap/disability, age, marital 
status, same-sex partnership, or family status

racial profiling
Contact card vs. casual contact



Why?Why?
Coincidence of 2 highCoincidence of 2 high--risk takedownsrisk takedowns
TownTown--hall meetingshall meetings
Perception and anecdotal storiesPerception and anecdotal stories
The arrogant The arrogant ““bad applebad apple”” dismissaldismissal
Belief that we all have biasesBelief that we all have biases
Good  *  Unintentional/stereotypical biasGood  *  Unintentional/stereotypical bias
STAR  *  Police Power  *  AutonomySTAR  *  Police Power  *  Autonomy
Rhetoric:  police/politiciansRhetoric:  police/politicians training supervision disciplinetraining supervision discipline

It was the right thing to do It was the right thing to do 



The Kingston ExperienceThe Kingston Experience

CACOLE CONFERENCE  5 Oct 2005

We have  “real” information.  We can improve.

Not a best practice*biased policing by proxy                                       
*may not change bias or attitude but 
officer awareness may change behaviour
*stereotypical bias can influence decisions 
even when no intent to hurt (good officers)             
*exposure to negative stereotypes or 
policing experiences creates bias            

*we understand  disparity

“most material I found offensive,                         
condescending and insultive”



Data will Data will not prove or disprove racial prove or disprove racial 
profiling. . . .                                    profiling. . . .                                    

Forms basis for selfForms basis for self--analysis. . . . analysis. . . . DisparityDisparity
Identifies or prevents systemic trends = policyIdentifies or prevents systemic trends = policy
Real information for training without guilt Real information for training without guilt 
Oversight / monitoring / early intervention Oversight / monitoring / early intervention 
Restores the Restores the ““bridgebridge””:  public trust:  public trust
Reason   Result   Time   LocationReason   Result   Time   Location
Protects the officers:  bias/disparity awarenessProtects the officers:  bias/disparity awareness
Motivation  of the police contact:  but for . . .Motivation  of the police contact:  but for . . .
STARSTAR

Dec 2003
why?why?



“What’s the big deal?”
*no proven need

*guilty until proven innocent

*monitoring/oversight



The public The public perceptionperception



Unintentional Bias

Stereotyping

Invest. Break & Enter

Fits gay profile

Challenge “drunk”

Weak Character

Deliberate

Biased policing

Deliberate

Abuse

Supervision/accountabilitySupervision/accountability
Policy Policy 
TrainingTraining

Discretion = subjective reactionDiscretion = subjective reaction



Officer
Same

STAR     Bias     RP

Disrespectful
Attitude

Aggressive
Bully

Disrespectful
Attitude

Aggressive
Bully

Perception

but for . . .

Racist      
Biased    

Different

Disparity

citizen



Canadian Association for Civilian Canadian Association for Civilian 
Oversight of Law EnforcementOversight of Law Enforcement

Monitoring, tracking, data collection are all Monitoring, tracking, data collection are all 
proactive, preventive processesproactive, preventive processes

Will identify issues . . . disparityWill identify issues . . . disparity

Provides more effective Provides more effective 
training/understandingtraining/understanding
90 officers = 15,793 15,489   +    304    

one officer = 172 : 3

result of demographics and actual stops . . .

stopped 15% of white vs. 44% of black population

Should KPF have gone to the “trouble” of 
looking for disparity / finding out there is 
some basis for the perceptions and 
anecdotal stories?      Should we care?




